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Anthony Clark, OD of Triangle Visions Optometry, has employed
optomap technology to date, in 11 sites across North Carolina.

With this broad net, and equipped with the ultra-widefield 
view that optomap provides, Clark has gathered a multitude 
of compelling images that have helped improve care, and even
saved lives, in his client population.

The incorporation of optomap technology into the practices
has impacted quality of care, Clark commented, “We believe 
so strongly in optomap – in terms of revenue for the practice
and more importantly, improved patient care.  i believe that it
makes all of us better doctors, better at what we do. sometimes
we’re able to save sight. And sometimes, we get to save a life.
Optos has helped us do that.”

Clark emphasized that the 14 doctors of Triangle Visions 
Optometry have consistently benefited from the dynamic, 
200° field of view, detecting a wide array of discreet peripheral
pathologies from CV issues, in otherwise asymptomatic 
patients, to subtle choroidal nevi, which could be 
pre-cancerous indicators.

“We’re simply seeing more of the retina,” Clark stated, 
adding that in addition to detecting subtle peripheral pathology 
optomap technology has augmented routine exams by 
providing a quick overview of retinal health, streamlining 
patient flow, by identifying where to focus clinical efforts, 
and by enhancing patient education.
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“It is invaluable in patient 

education.  What we, as doctors, 

perceive becomes more than 

just words for the patient.  

Patients will be more emotionally 

impacted.  For example, rather

that telling a patient that lifestyle

changes need to occur because

of negative impacts on blood 

vessels, when you can show

them the bleeding in their retina

so clearly, it resonates profoundly

with them.  Implementation of

optomap in our practice has truly improved disease management

strategies and patient compliance.”

Anthony Clark, OD

Practice Information
• Triangle Visions Optometry, NC
• Eleven locations - 14 doctor practice

Reason for Purchase
• Higher quality of care
• optomap image quality
• Patient education
• Revenue generation




